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I was extremely
impressed with the
quality of the training
that you delivered

Your Training Provider
Mentor Education
In January 2023, Mentor will achieve a major
milestone - ‘two decades of Professional
Vocational Training & Educating’.
Our success comes from the success of those
around us, based fundamentally on Mentor
adding value to learners becoming future job
ready, to the corporate sector becoming more
competitive, to the public sector becoming
more efficient in achieving their education and
employment policy outcomes and to the
broader Mentor faculty becoming agents for
empowerment. Those outcomes are the real
governor of our success.
As one of Australia’s largest privately-owned
Financial Services & Accounting, Business,
IT & Project Management and Education &
Short Course VET providers (www.mentor.edu.au),
Mentor Education is addressing major
education and continuing professional
development needs for students learning
in Australia.

Mentor Education Pty Ltd (ABN 47 106 065 847) (RTO 21683)

Mentor is a highly successful enterprise,
headquartered in Melbourne, with nearly 5,000
current students. First established in 2003,
Mentor specialise in the provision of vocational
education & training (VET) through face-to-face,
distance education and interactive e-learning
systems. As a Registered Training Organisation
(RTO 21683) all Mentor Education’s
quali ications are nationally recognised.

Student Support
Mentor Education has gained an enviable
reputation as the only financial training
organisation that can deliver outstanding
business and financial services training
coupled with personalised student support
and customer service.

Our commitment to you
Our commitment is exemplified by the high
level of student support received - our industry
experts and assessors are available to
personally respond to your questions and
offer constructive feedback and guidance.
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Student Outcomes 2020

92%

86.5%

92% of graduates were employed or
enrolded in further study after training.

86.5% of students would recommend
Mentor as a training provider.

91.6%

90.2%

91.6% of students were satisfied with
overall quality of training.

90.2% of students were satisfied with
assessment.

*NCVER – Vet Student Outcomes 2020

Mentor Education Pty Ltd (ABN 47 106 065 847) (RTO 21683)
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Course Outline and Background
Summary
Course code

BSB80215

Course name

Graduate Diploma of Strategic Leadership

Delivery options

Online with virtual classroom

Course duration

12 months

Who is this course for?
The BSB80215 - Graduate Diploma of Strategic Leadership (Applied Business) course is an advanced level
qualification aimed at individuals seeking to further develop core management competencies with a focus
on strategic management, leadership, business and ICT analysis. Delivered online, this qualification is
ideal for those seeking to, or currently working as team leaders, chief executives, executive officers,
strategic managers or in other senior management roles.

Course Outcomes
The BSB80215 - Graduate Diploma of Strategic Leadership qualification provides individuals an advanced
insight into the skills required to plan and implement a range of leadership and management functions,
considering team and personal core requirements essential to achieve core business outcomes.
The qualification comprises of core business units of competency covering disciplines including:
- Leading personal and strategic transformation
- Leading strategic planning, change and ethical practice
- Collaboration and partnerships
- Enterprise systems analysis
- Business Analysis and ICT planning and design
Core transferrable skills include:
– Administration
– Time Management
– Risk Management

– Communication
– Leadership
– Planning

Mentor Education’s BSB80215 - Graduate Diploma of of Strategic Leadership course is a nationally
recognised qualification, complying with the AQF standard and ASQA standards for Registered Training
Organisations.
Mentor Education Pty Ltd (ABN 47 106 065 847) (RTO 21683)
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Job Roles and Industry
Relevant Occupations
–
–
–
–
–
–

General Manager
Chief Executive Officer
Chief Operating Officer
Project or Organisational Director
Strategic Projects Managers and Officers
Senior Projects Managers

Industry Statistics – Business Manager **

$103K

6.2%

4/5

AVERAGE SALARY

JOB GROWTH

JOB SATISFACTION

** SEEK in May 2021. Source https://www.seek.com.au/career-advice/role/business-manager

The middle of the range of salaries earned by
graduates in the Management and Commerce
field starting their first ever full-time job after
graduating (Diploma and above) is $60,700.***

Student graduating from this course are are most
often employed as Professionals, and
Community and Personal Service Workers.***

***Source https://www.myskills.gov.au/courses/details?Code=BSB80215

Mentor Education Pty Ltd (ABN 47 106 065 847) (RTO 21683)
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Delivery and Course Units
Delivery
100% online learning with access to live and pre-recorded weekly virtual classroom tutorials.

Course Units
Students will be required to undertake 8 units of study including 6 core and 2 elective units.
Course units are delivered sequentially and should be completed over a 12 month period.

Core Units
− BSBLDR801 - Lead personal and strategic transformation
− BSBLDR802 - Lead the strategic planning process for an enterprise

Elective Units
− BSBLDR803 - Develop and cultivate collaborative partnerships and relationships
− BSBMGT802 - Lead design and review of enterprise systems
− BSBLDR805 - Lead and influence change
− BSBLDR806 - Lead and influence ethical practice
− ICTICT809 - Facilitate business analysis
− ICTSUS802 - Conduct a business case study for integrating sustainability in ICT planning
and design projects

Mentor Education Pty Ltd (ABN 47 106 065 847) (RTO 21683)
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Unit Information
Core - BSBLDR801 - Lead personal and strategic transformation
This unit describes the skills and knowledge required to analyse and improve personal leadership style and
professional competence and to lead organisational transformation and learning for strategic outcomes. It covers
leading transformational practices, cultivating collaborative practices, completing ongoing professional development
and providing strategic leadership in a dynamic context. It applies to those who use cognitive and creative skills to
review, critically analyse, consolidate and synthesise knowledge, in order to generate ideas and provide solutions to
complex problems. They use communication skills to demonstrate their understanding of theoretical concepts and to
transfer knowledge and ideas to others.

Core - BSBLDR802 - Lead the strategic planning process for an enterpriseElective Units
This unit describes the skills and knowledge required to lead the development of high-level strategic plans that serve
the vision and mission of an organisation. It addresses analysing the environment, identifying risks and opportunities,
planning staffing requirements, succession planning, and establishing and monitoring financial and non-financial
performance indicators. Leadership is applied in order to engage people with the organisation's vision and goals and in
developing and implementing the plan. It applies to senior managers and business owners who use cognitive and
creative skills to review, critically analyse, consolidate and synthesise knowledge, in order to generate ideas and
provide solutions to complex problems. They use communication skills to demonstrate their understanding of
theoretical concepts and to transfer knowledge and ideas to others.

Elective - BSBLDR803 - Develop and cultivate collaborative partnerships and relationships
This unit describes the skills and knowledge required to establish collaborative partnerships and relationships with
business and industry stakeholders. This unit covers communicating to influence others, cultivating new and existing
partnerships, establishing positive collaborative relationships, leading the establishment of a partnership program and
establishing reporting mechanisms. It applies to people who use cognitive and creative skills to review, critically
analyse, consolidate and synthesise knowledge, in order to generate ideas and provide solutions to complex problems.
They use communication skills to demonstrate their understanding of theoretical concepts and to transfer knowledge
and ideas to others.

Elective - BSBMGT802 - Lead design and review of enterprise systems
This unit describes the skills and knowledge required to design and evaluate systems to support the organisation's
objectives. It covers analysis of existing systems, setting specifications and identifying and evaluating options for new
or re-designed systems. It also covers implementing and evaluating the changes. It applies to individuals who lead and
review organisation-wide systems, exercise significant autonomy, responsibility and accountability within enterprise
structures and make major contributions to the values, goals and operations of the enterprise. They will typically have
responsibility for the establishment and review of significant systems for the organisation or enterprise. They use
cognitive and creative skills to review, critically analyse, consolidate and synthesise knowledge, generate ideas and
provide solutions to complex problems. They use communication skills to demonstrate their understanding of
theoretical concepts and to transfer knowledge and ideas to others.

Mentor Education Pty Ltd (ABN 47 106 065 847) (RTO 21683)
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Unit Information
Elective - BSBLDR805 - Lead and influence change
This unit describes the skills and knowledge required to apply organisational leadership in change management
through influencing and shaping an organisational culture that is receptive to and embraces the opportunities for
change. The unit includes influencing organisational culture, anticipating change and providing strategic leadership in
change management. It applies to people who use cognitive and creative skills to review, critically analyse, consolidate
and synthesise knowledge, in order to generate ideas and provide solutions to complex problems. They use
communication skills to demonstrate their understanding of theoretical concepts and to transfer knowledge and ideas
to others.

Elective - BSBLDR806 - Lead and influence ethical practice
This unit describes the skills and knowledge required to apply ethical leadership and take responsibility for influencing
ethical practice. It addresses modelling organisational values, embedding ethical practice into the organisation's
culture and processes and promoting ethical leadership and decision making at all levels of the organisation. It applies
to people who use cognitive and creative skills to review, critically analyse, consolidate and synthesise knowledge, in
order to generate ideas and provide solutions to complex problems. They use communication skills to demonstrate
their understanding of theoretical concepts and to transfer knowledge and ideas to others.

Elective - ICTICT809 - Facilitate business analysis
This unit describes the skills and knowledge required to direct internal and external information and communications
technology (ICT) services within a medium to large organisation. It applies to individuals who work in high-level
management positions in medium to large organisations and direct the strategic planning, risk management, and
security of the internal and external ICT infrastructure of their organisation.

Elective - ICTSUS802 Conduct a business case study for integrating sustainability in ICT planning and
design projects
This unit describes the skills and knowledge required to establish a business case to justify innovative implementation
of sustainability in information and communications technology (ICT) planning and design projects, including accessing
industry information and applying legislative guidelines. It applies to individuals who may be working in a role as a
project manager, planner and designer, consultant or contractor and who has responsibility for conducting or
managing ICT projects to plan and conduct cost–benefit analysis and return on investment for the implementation of
sustainable schemes at the enterprise level..

Mentor Education Pty Ltd (ABN 47 106 065 847) (RTO 21683)
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Entry Requirements and Assessment
Entry requirements
Entry to this qualification is limited to those who:
– Have completed a Diploma or Advanced Diploma qualification in related fields of study and 3 years
equivalent full-time relevant workplace experience at a significant level of leadership and
management responsibility and/or complexity in an enterprise.
or
– Have completed a Bachelor degree in related fields of study and 2 years equivalent full-time relevant
workplace experience at a significant level of leadership and management responsibility and/or
complexity in an enterprise.
or
– Have five years equivalent full-time relevant workplace experience at a significant level of leadership
and management responsibility and/or complexity in an enterprise.

We also recommend that students undertaking this course:
– Are over 18 years of age at the time of commencement
– Have successfully completed a year 12 certificate or equivalent
– Have a strong grasp of computer/technical skills
– Microsoft Office (or freeware equivalent) installed on their computer
– Access to a reliable high-quality internet connection
– Adequate literacy/numeracy skills

Assessment
Assessments will vary amongst individual units and may include:
– Short Answer Questions
– Long Answer Questions
– Multiple Choice Questions
– Case Study and Scenario’s
– Projects
– Presentations
– Research Tasks

Activities that form part of the self-directed study and learning include:
– Set reading (textbook/workbook)
– Instructed research
– Self-directed research
– Virtual tutorials and webinars
– Forums

Mentor Education Pty Ltd (ABN 47 106 065 847) (RTO 21683)
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Online Learning Experience
Learning Materials
Mentor Education has developed this qualification with student needs central to its structure.
The learning materials offered in this course are designed to give students exposure to what they would
actually do in the workplace and includes textbooks, learner guides, study guides, PowerPoint presentations
and live online classroom-based tutorials - all included in the initial enrolment fee with no more to pay when
the live tutorial stream is selected.
The great advantage of the Mentor Education learning material and assessment design is that it allows
students to develop knowledge and skills and more importantly, see how it is actually applied. Another great
benefit that should also be considered is how the learning material sets you up for workplace success
through the broad range of self-directed practice activities available introducing students to a wider range of
tasks than what they may get exposure to in other courses.

Flexibility and Delivery
The best thing about completing your qualification with Mentor is just how effectively and easily it makes
study fit in with your current lifestyle. What’s more with the online learning management system and virtual
classrooms you can interact with your cohort and study just about anywhere you can find an internet
connection.
The course has been setup with accessibility and flexibility in mind. Students can choose how they wish
to study online with access to full support, relevant learning materials and optional virtual classroom
collaboration opportunities.
The online self-paced learning available via the Learning Management System (which you access from just
about any internet browser) is suitable for those who maybe taking up study and education again after
some time and for those who are currently employed that want to learn more about what they are doing
and formalise their skill sets.
The format of the materials is easy to understand, easy to navigate, accessible from all ‘smart’ devices and
downloadable for those who may not always have access to an internet connection.
When it comes to completion times and making study work in with your calendar; students are given a full
two years to complete the course, and if need be, extra time to balance work, study, and life commitments.

Mentor Education Pty Ltd (ABN 47 106 065 847) (RTO 21683)
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Online Learning Experience
Virtual Classroom Experience
In addition to the accessible and easy to understand self-directed learning materials, the course gives
students additional options on how to best engage with their study commitments.
To compliment the self-directed and standalone learning component, students can access weekly live virtual
tutorials that form part of the initial enrolment fee.
In live tutorials students will develop a deeper understanding of the learning material in addition to the
assessment requirements. Within the live forum students are given the opportunity to engage with and ask
their educator questions study material all whilst getting to know the other students completing the course
and developing their future professional network.

Support
Throughout their study time with Mentor Education, each student is supported by a fully resourced student
support team trained in managing the needs of todays students.
Whilst completing their qualification, students are entitled to unlimited e-mail and phone support by our
experienced student support team between Monday to Friday, 9am – 5pm, so they are never left to feel ‘lost’
or stuck during their studies.
Furthermore, when it comes to more technical and content specific queries, students are also entitled to
book additional one-on-one time with their educator to get that extra study support and confidence they are
learning the right skills.
Included in the course is support for software setup an installation, learning management system
orientation and what’s more there are no additional charges for course extensions, resubmissions or
remarking or for additional one-on-one student support sessions.

Mentor Education Pty Ltd (ABN 47 106 065 847) (RTO 21683)
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Payment Plans and FAQs
Payment Plans
Payment plans for select courses are available directly from Mentor Education. All payment plans require an upfront payment
of a percentage of the course plus regular scheduled payments. If information in relation to a payment plan is not listed with a
specific course, please call 1300 306 146 during business hours and speak to an Education Adviser to find out more about
payment plan options. Unless stated, payment plans are not available with Partial Scholarships or on any discounted courses.

Frequently Asked Questions
Can I complete my study completely online?
Yes, all of Mentor Education’s courses can be studied online and do not require physical attendance.

What support with I have available?
Mentor Education offer unlimited phone and email support for students between Monday and Friday, 9am – 5pm.
We also encourage students to take part in our live virtual tutorials which are hosted live via zoom with an
educator, allowing students the opportunity to contextualise learning material, have a deeper understanding of
course material and to ask questions in real time. These tutorials are also recorded and provided to students to
watch in their own time if they prefer.

Can I study from overseas?
Yes, due to the flexible nature of our online courses, students can study from anywhere in the world.

What other courses do Mentor offer?
You can view all available courses here: https://www.mentor.edu.au/courses/

Can I pay on a payment plan?
Yes, we have flexible payment options, for more information speak with your dedicated Education Adviser.

Are the tutorials mandatory?
We also encourage students to take part in our live virtual tutorials which are hosted live via zoom with an educator,
allowing students the opportunity to contextualise learning material, have a deeper understanding of course
material and to ask questions in real time. These tutorials are also recorded and provided to students to watch in
their own time if they prefer. These are entirely optional, if a student adds this to their enrolment they will have
access to the tutorials for the life of their enrolment.

When can I start?
With our online and self-paced study, you can enrol any time and do not need to wait for set intake days. Once
enrolled most students will get started within 24 hours (excluding holiday closure periods which will be notified of
in advance.)

Mentor Education Pty Ltd (ABN 47 106 065 847) (RTO 21683)
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Payment Plans and FAQs
How do I enrol?
You can enrol online by clicking the ‘enrol now’ button on your course of study page, or by reaching out to an
Education Adviser on 1300 306 146 or courseconsultant@mentor.edu.au

How long do I have to finish?
Course durations can vary but are generous to accommodate for consistent part time study. This allows for study
to be managed along-side other work or life commitments.

How quickly can I finish?
We don’t restrict how quickly you work through the course. The typical duration can vary depending on your area
of study.

Does Mentor offer group and corporate training solutions?
Yes, please reach out on 1300 306 146 or courseconsultant@mentor.edu.au to discuss how we can meet your
corporate training needs.

How to Enrol
To enrol, you can complete one of the following options:

Online

Visit our website, view the BSB80215 Graduate Diploma of Strategic Leadership
course page and complete the online
enrolment form

Email

Download and complete the Student Enrolment Form
and scan/email to courseconsultant@mentor.edu.au

Phone

Call 1300 306 146 (option 1 ‘new enquires ‘) or +61 3 8317 2953
(for International students) and speak with one of our dedicated
Education Advisers.

Mentor Education Pty Ltd (ABN 47 106 065 847) (RTO 21683)
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Head Office

Phone

Mentor Education Pty Ltd

1300 306 146 (Australia)

Level 5, Building K,

0800 700 037 (New Zealand)

33 - 45 St John Street

+613 8 317 2953 (International)

Windsor VIC 3181, Australia
Email
Office hours:

courseconsultant@mentor.edu.au

9.00am to 5.00pm
Monday to Friday

Web

(excluding public holidays)

www.mentor.edu.au

My studies with Mentor Education has…
My studies with Mentor Education has been good, the support was there when needed, however the online option
provided myself with the ability to work on my studies, work full time and continue through at my own pace.
The diploma was completed in just over 9 months and submissions all received feedback, that was encouraging,
constructive, but also encouraging. This was of immense help in moving forward and a component of the learning
journey. This qualification has taught strong foundation for leadership, continued growth in my abilities to
move forward in my workplace, however learn more about individual strengths and the areas that need
further attention...
… Thank you to the Trainer and Assessors for support and encouragement and for Mentor
Education for providing this opportunity to learn in an affordable manner, both financially
but also for continued employment and study providing a good work life balance.

– Deb, 2021

www.mentor.edu.au
www.mentor.edu.au

